Q4
Deals 2018

£2.5m

Investment Required

25%

Nominated

Shareholding Offer

£1.7m

Investment
Secured
Deal:
Funding:
Round:
Stage:
Market:
Sector:

Best World Music Album

£62m
Exit Value Yr 5

Equity - 11.8%
Global Launch & Scale
£2.5m Seed
Revenue Generating
£400 Million West End Rev
Theatre Tour Productions



‘ A MASSIVE HIT ”
The Daily Telegraph

West End run starts April 2019
With 2 hit productions to date, Sisters Grimm are seeking
funding to take these shows on UK and International tour
plus West End residency. Several other IP is in development.
Funding is for all future shows rather than a single production.
£1.7m already secured - £750k required to close round.
Sisters Grimm are the Grammy nominated and award winning production
company behind the commercial success of Inala and Voices of the
Amazon, a fusion of dance, music and song.
The investment allows Sisters Grimm to commercialise existing and new
intellectual property faster.

IP PROTECTED

EIS APPROVED

Request Investment Deck

£150k

Investment Required

Deal:
Funding:
Round:
Stage:
Market:
Sector:

17.5%

Shareholding Offer

Equity -17.5%
EU Expansion
£150k Seed
Revenue Generating
$6.8 Billion Globally
Consumer Tech

EIS APPROVED

$6.8bn
Global Market

An all-in-one polishing system. Designed to fit the human
hand and to be portable. Equerry is the quickest and
cleanest way to polish your shoes. Patent protected plus
new heads for suede and nubuck.
Product delivered in July 2018 to fulfil first orders. Listing already
secured with leading retailers in UK, EU and US.

PATENT PROTECTED
Request Investment Deck

£2.5m

Investment Required

$100bn
Global Market

Deal:
Equity -TBC
Funding: R&D Cannabis extractions
/ UK office / Supply chain
development
Round: £2.5m Upper Seed
Stage:
Pre Rev
Market: $100 Billion Globally
Sector: Cosmetics / Phama

We created technology to transform vegetable waste into
high tech products for the cosmetic and pharma industry.
In December 2017 we closed the first deal with Conserve
Italia, a major food production co. The deal saw Conserve Italia
committing to an 18 MILLION EURO INVESTMENT.

Request Investment Deck

Revolutionising the
way people make
their ideas real

Revolutionising the
way people make
their ideas real

£1m

Investment Required

£831k
Committed

Deal:
Equity
Funding: Expand distribution
CONFIDENTIAL in
Europe /Expand US
Round: £150k Growth round
Stage:
Post revenue
Market: $33 Billion Globally
Sector: Consumer Tech / craft

EIS APPROVED
CONFIDENTIAL

$33bn
Global Market

Maykus compact, desktop factory simplifies the craft
creation and replication process. Our first desktop
machine allows users to make professional grade
products 100x faster than a 3D printer.
Sold £1m of the Mayku FormBox, our first product, to 2300
customers. Signed up Exertis - the UK’s largest technology
distributor. On track for £2.8m revenue in 2018.
Booked in £500k Actual revenue in Q2 2018. Manufacturing is
set up for scale. Capacity 4,500 per month. £600k funding target
surpassed, now overfunding up to £1m. Money is to expand UK
distribution and go to market in the States.

Request Investment Deck

&$1<28387
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$1<28387
&$1<28387
6867$,1$%,/,7<" €2m

20%

35,&(21
$35,&(21
867$,1$%,/,7<"
6867$,1$%,/,7<"
Investment Required

Deal:
Equity - 20%
Funding: Platform Dev, Scale, Recruit
Sales & Marcoms
To activate 5.8 Million Euro
order
Round: €2m [€250k min] 2nd
Round
Stage:
MVP [Oct] Cash generating
Market: $12 Trillion a Year Market
by 2030
Sector: Tech / AI / Sustainability

Shareholding Offer

€250k
Min Investment

This is a Swedish based company with offices in
Switzerland and Norway. This online proposition gives
companies worldwide the opportunity to sign up each
employee for a little as 1 EURO per month. Why? To
educate your staff and to empower them to work in a
sustainable way for the future.
Sustain In Time is raising €2m. €€5.8 million net revenue has
already been generated through our sales partner company in
Japan BCON.

Request Investment Deck

ENABLING THE CONNECTED WORKPLACE
£250k

Investment Required

Deal:
Equity -15%
Funding: Build UK support Team,
scale dev team and
marketing for EU release
Round: £250k Seed
Stage:
Final prototype / Initial
Release
Market: $1 Billion Globally
Sector: Big Data / Integration
platform as a service
(IPAAS)

15%

Shareholding Offer

$1bn
Global Market

Blend Suite enables users to connect, integrate and
sync data between almost any cloud based software or
internet of things device.
Over 100k pre-release revenue and a negative burn rate, with
100 Paid Clients and 80% Growth 2017 - 2018.

Request Investment Deck

£1.2m

15%

Investment Required

Deal:
Funding:
Round:
Stage:
Market:
Sector:

Shareholding Offer

Equity - 15%
EU accreditation
£1.2m Upper Seed
Pre-Rev - MVP BETA
$45 Billion Globally
Medi Tech

EIS APPROVED

$45bn
Endo Market

A first in cancer detecting endoscope with 6x operating
tools for key hole surgery. The cancer detecting light and
camera source are part of the multi tool system currently
at BETA prototype and ready for CE marking.
Surgical Synergy is set to radically simplify keyhole surgery,
having designed and patented a disposable, multifunctional
endoscopic surgical system for multiple surgical disciplines.

Unique cancer detecting key hole
surgery tool.

£350k

PATENT PROTECTED

Investment
Secured

Request Investment Deck

Child Angel
keeping children safe globally

£380k

Investment Required

Deal:
Funding:
Round:
Stage:
Market:
Sector:

11.8%

Shareholding Offer

$5.2bn
Kids Smartwatches

Equity
EU Launch & Scale
£380k Upper Seed
MVP - Final Prototype
£5.2 Billion Globally - Child
Smartwatch
Big Data / AI /
Consumer Tech

EIS APPROVED

£89k

Investment
Secured

www.child-angel.com

The world’s smallest and most advanced child location
device. The first watch to be fitted with Intel® Quark
SE sensor technology and with cutting-edge location
technology which is accessible globally.
Investors have supported the initial development with an
investment of £350k. The current £500k funding round supports
the final stages of product development, tooling and the initial go
to market strategy.

PATENT PROTECTED
Request Investment Deck

£600k

Investment Required

R

13%

Shareholding Offer

The next generation of medical screening

$148bn
Global Market

Deal:
Equity -13%
Funding: Train the dogs / conduct
clinical trial
Round: £600k Growth round
Stage:
Pre rev, after proof of
concept
Market: $148 Billion Globally
Sector: Healthcare, medical
device

EIS APPROVED

Dognostica has developed a highly accurate, scalable,
low-cost human breath-based method for early-stage
cancer diagnosis, utilizing dogs’ scientifically proven
keen sense of smell.
Dognostica is the only organisation with a commercial business
model, with one dog detecting more than 100 samples per hour.
This method can reduce costs by up to 84% on 3 of the main
detection method.

Request Investment Deck

£1.5m

Investment Required

15%

Shareholding Offer

BUILDING BETTER BATTERIES

Deal:
Equity -15%
Funding: First Lithium-Ion battery to
be serviceable
Round: £1.5m Growth round
Stage:
£550k revenue generated
Market: $340 Billion Globally by
2030
Sector: Battery / Tech

EIS APPROVED

$340bn
Global Market 2030

Aceleron’s patented and disruptive battery building
technology changes the way we all store and use our
energy. For the first time, Lithium-Ion battery packs are
now both low-cost and fully serviceable.
For maximum benefit and impact, Aceleron’s unique technology
can be equally applied to some already used battery packs
thereby providing a new lease on this stored energy, and avoiding
expensive and needless recycling and waste stockpiling.

PATENT PROTECTED
Request Investment Deck

CAPITAL AT RISK
Investment in unquoted businesses carry high risks as well as the possibility of high rewards and an
investor’s capital is at risk in making such investments. It is highly speculative and potential investors
should be aware that no established market exists for the trading of shares in private companies.
Please note that any tax treatments referred to in financial promotions approved or issued by the
investee will depend on the individual circumstances of the investor. Investors should be aware that
other costs and taxes may arise for them in relation to making investments.
By enquiring about a deal you will receive fur ther information regarding the investment oppor tunity
which may include a ‘Business Plan’, ‘Marketing Plan’, ‘Investment Decks’, Investment Memorandums’,
Pitch Decks or other material. Direct contact with the Founder will take place once you have shown
an interest in meeting or discussing the oppor tunity fur ther.
Potential or actual investors are responsible for obtaining all necessary information for evaluating
the relative merits and risks of an investment, as well as engaging their own investment advisor if
deemed to be appropriate. BSG is not responsible for, and shall have no liability for, any investment
decisions. The entering into of any investment transaction will be with the respective company
without involvement of, or par ticipation by, BSG. Potential or actual investors understand that any
investment they may make entails substantial risks and need to be able to bear the complete loss of
any such investment.
Business Shaper Group is not a venture fund, investment bank, broker/dealer, investment
clearinghouse, investment por tal, or any other form of investment advisor, and is not registered with
the Financial Conduct Authority. Any information distributed by BSG, its officers and associates is for
information purposes only and is not intended to be, and is not, an endorsement, approval or other
recommendation with respect to any securities and/or investments. Dissemination of information
does not constitute an endorsement of the accuracy or adequacy of the information.
You may have the right to protection under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and the
right to refer complaints to the Financial Ombudsman Service; this depends on the type of business
and the circumstances of the claim or complaint. Where a par ticular investment contains an overseas
element, these protections may not be available. Fur ther information about applicable compensation
and protection is available from the FSCS and FOS.
All information given to you by Business Shaper Group Limited is confidential and must not be passed
to others without first seeking the approval of Business Shaper Group Limited. It may not be used
for any purpose other than to consider whether you should enter into discussions with the business
described.

